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NOTES AND STUDIES
WESTERN READINGS IN THE SECOND HALF OF
ST MARK'S GOSPEL.
THE reason for dealing here with the second half of the Gospel only
is simply that this is the part of the Gospel for which we have the
evidence of k : ·in other words, the Western evidence for the text is here
at its best and strongest. The textual theory of the Gospe'Is which
I propounded in the January number ofJ. T. S. (pp. 145-149) involves,
if it is justified, the modification of our critical editions by the acceptance
of at least a certain number of readings on Western authority only:
and in chapter i as there printed purely Western readings were in fact
adopted in the text on three occasions and into the margin 'twice.
The object of the present paper being to reinforce the plea for
further consideration of Western readings in St Mark by examining
a number of them in succession, it is natural to begin at the point
where Western evidence can be presented in the most favourable light.
And of k we know this, that it gives us the Gospel text which Cyprian
used in Africa in the middle of the third century.
But before proceeding to the details of the enquiry it may serve the
reader's convenience to have before him a conspectus of the lacunae
in our principal authorities.
k is extant for St Mark from viii 8 onwards, save for two small gaps,
viii II-I4, r6-rg.
From viii 8 to the end of the Gospel ® and syr-sin are complete.
D is complete as far as xvi 6 Lat., xvi 15 Gr. In other words, that
possessor of the MS who wanted to separate from the rest the portion
containing the Catholic Epistles as a whole was obliged to take out
a leaf containing on the recto the Ll).tin of xvi 6-rs, and on the verso
the Greek of xvi I s-20, because the verso in question contained also
the commencement of the Greek text of the Catholic Epistles.
W is complete, save for the ante-penultimate leaf containing xv
12-38.
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e has nothing in this half ·of Mark but four isolated columns of text
(apparently the inner halves of two, probably conjugate, leaves), containing xii 37-40, xiii 2, 3; xiii 24-27, 33-36.
a has lost froni xv I 5 onwards.
b has lost everything from xiv 6I, and nearly everything from xiii ro,
onwards.
if has lost parts of ix I 7-33, xvi I 5-20.
i has lost x 2-33, xiv 36-xv 33, xv 40-end.
I. viii 26 Mt~8€ ds T7}v KWfJ-t]V daD..(}v> (I put in each case Westcott
and Hart's text first).
In .f. T. S. xxvi p. 18 (Oct. A. D. I924) I discussed this reading, and shewed that the process of analysis could be
carried a stage further back than Hort had carried it : for ' Marcan
usage', £1-. for lv, points to M7]8£ (or M7]8£vl.) £i7rTJ'i ds ri}v KWfJ-1JV as the
original reading. No Greek authority gives that and nothing more,
though D has in fact M7]8£Vl. £'l1rTJ-. El-. T7]v KWfJ-1JV as part of its reading:
but k has ' nemini dixeris in castello ' and c is even nearer to the true
Greek with 'ne cui diceret in castellum '. Read therefore MTJ8Evl d1111s
ELS -rY)v KWfloTJV.
2. viii 38 <ls yap lav l1ratuxvv(}fj fJ-E KaL Tov-. lfJ-oV<; A.6yovs, and so
Luke ix 26 (with d.v for Mv). Now in Luke the best 'Western' authorities there extant omit A6yov-.: so D a e l syr-sin. 1 But it has been (so
far as I know) a factor hitherto unnoticed that the same omission is
attested for St Mark by two of our oldest and best Westerns, k W.
What are we to say? Is A6yov-. right in both Gospels? or is omission
right in both? or, what is a prion· perhaps the most probable view, is
omission right in one Gospel, insertion in the other? But if we adopt
this third view, we must certainly attribute the shorter reading to Mark,
the longer to Luke : it would surely be incredible that Luke should
have omitted A.oyov-. if he had found it in the text of Mark.
Anyhow it is not our business to settle the text of Luke: it is
enough to say that if Tov-. €fJ-ov<; (without A.oyov-.) is right in Luke, that is
in itself strong testimony to the same reading being right in Mark.
But let us suppose that Tov-. l.fJ-oV-. A6yovs is right in Luke : whence in
that case did D a e l syr-sin derive the shorter reading but ultimately
from Mark, even though the existing text of Mark in all of them (but
e is not extant for Mark) gives A6yov-.?
Next what has 'intrinsic probability' got to tell us as between the
two readings in St Mark? There is, on the one hand, very little about
our Lord's sayings, as such, in Mark: apart from this passage the only
two occasions on which the phrase ot A.Oyot is found are x 24 and xiii
3 I, while in Luke it occurs at least half a dozen times. On the other
1 Origen Exhortatio ad Martyrium 34, 37 quotes the Lucan passage both with
and without the word M-yovs.
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hand, St. Mark's Gospel does I think definitely distinguish itself from
the others by its special expression of the thought that the Lord and
the disciples form a single group: compare, for instance, the ' follows
not us' of Mark ix 38 with the 'follows not with us' of Luke ix 49, and
see generally Mark ix 37, 41, 42, x 39· The reading t1TI1Lcrxuv8fi JL£ Knl
Toos lJLOUS is naturally strange to us at first: but I venture to think that
it corresponds more closely than the alternative to the conceptions that
are dominant in this part of St Mark's Gospel.
3. ix 5 Kat 'II"OL~rrwp.£v Tp£1s rTKlJvas. So, save for the inversion of
rTKlJvas Tp£'is\ Luke ix 33 : Matt. xvii 4 has, on the other hand, £1 ()l>...ns,
1roL~rTw 2 <Lilt: Tpiis UKlJVas, and how are we to account for d ()f:>...£Ls? Now
D ®jam I3 s6s bif i have in Mark not Kat 1rOL~rTWfl-£V but ()l>...t:LS 1rOL~rTW
fl-€V ( 'll"ot~rTw Db if i), and if that is right the text of Mark stands midway
between the texts of Matthew and Luke, and accounts for both. It is
true that k gives bonum est nobis hzc est I set faciamus, which probably
stands for kzc esse et, i. e. the ordinary reading : W Kat ()l>...ns 1rot~uw 8l,
a too esse ** si uis j****mus, though their texts are mixed, recognize
()l>...ns. With k and syr-sin supporting ~ B, the results are not as clear
as one would wish: but D W ®jam 13 565 ab if i are a strong group,
and to my mind the balance is in favour .of 8EA£LS 'II"OL~<rWJL£V as (i)
giving a good Marcan construction, cf X 36, sr, xiv 12, XV 9. 12, (ii) improving the sense, (iii) accounting for the form· given to the sentence
by Matthew.
4· ix r8 o1rov lav avrov Kara>...a(Jy MrTrT£L al!T6v. The verb p~rTrTW
is a collateral form of p~yvvp.t: but it cannof be said that 'breaks' or
'tears' gives a tolerable sense, and L.S. quotes no authority for the
sense we want here save this passage only. Obviously the meaning
must be' dashes to the ground' (Euthymius aVTL TOV KaTai3aAAt:L ds y~v,
quoted by Swete ), and we are thrown back on the Western reading
parTrTn: sO' D 565 with collt"dit k, allidit b i, elidit (ut uid) jf, and presumably syr-sin 'casteth him down'. parTrTw is a collateral form of
aparTrTw: it is found some eight times in LXX, and Thackeray Grammar
if the O.T. in Greek i p. 76 (I owe the reference to Moulton and
Milligan Vocabulary s. v. Myvvp.t) points out that it is 'the LXX form of
aparTrTw ••• not an alternative for MrTuw Myvvp.t' : generally in a metaphorical sense, but in Dan. viii ro LXX gives lpprJ.x()'YJ brl. r~v y~v where
Theodotion has l7r£rT£v l1rt r~v y~v. The Concordance shews that the
word was either unfamiliar or suspect as colloquial, for on two or three
occasions it is in some authorities omitted or altered : even the classical
1 The Western text has Tpels <fKTJVas, but that may perhaps be an assimilation to
Matthew and Mark.
• Again the Western text (with the mass of authorities) has 'lrOt~<f(JJf'Ev, but once
more we miiY be in presence of an assimilation to Mark and Luke.
B2
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form &pauuw is hardly ever found in prose writers, though 'it was certainly
employed in everyday life' (Rutherford The New Phrynichus p. 6).
Hermas Mand. xi 3 eZ nva 8vv~ueTat pa~at Twv 8tKa{wv offers an instructive parallel to the passage in Mark-the more instructive that
Hermas, like Mark; wrote in Rome and wrote the Greek of everyday
life-for the editors print p~tat, as indeed Clement's text has it, Strom.
i 17. Ss (Stahlin ii p. SS), though the Athos MS has pa~at and the
Latin versions respectively deiciet and adlidat. I have therefore no
hesitation in accepting the testimony of the Western authorities in
Mark and replacing paaau in the text.
5· ix 19 o 8E d7roKpdJds. • • But Ka.{ for o 8£ in D W ®jam I jam
r3 28 s6s O.L.: and the &7roKpt8£L<; 8£ of Matthew and Luke is more
likely to have arisen out of the Western reading, since the substitution
of 8£ for Kat is a regular feature of their re-handling of Mark, while o
8£ of Mark is left standing fifteen times by Matthew, eleven times by
Luke. I do not think I have noticed any instance where both change
o8£ of Mark.
6. ix 38 el8aJJ-tV TLVO. (v T<[l t'JvoJJ-O.TL CTOV £K{3aAAOVTO. 8aLJJ-OVta, Ka~
fKWAVOJJ-£V avTov, 6n OVK TJKOAov8£t TJJJ-LV. So Luke ix 49 (save that for
the two words last quoted he has <iKoAov(hi' JJ-£8' 7JJJ-wv), and so in Mark
(apart from the two words in question) ~BC La® syr-sin. We are
concerned on this occasion only with the order of the clauses ; not
with the tenses of (KwAvoJJ-£V and .qKoAov8£t, and not with the variation
7JJJ-'Lv, JJ-£8' 7JJJ-wv, of which TJJJ-tV is certainly right in Mark, JJ-€0' TJJJ-WV in
Luke. But the Western text of Mark omits the 6n ovK TJKoAov8n clause
at the end of the verse, and inserts it, with os for on, after (K{3a.AA.ovTa
8atJJ-OVLO. ip the first half of the verse: so D w jam I jam 13 28 s6s
a b cif i k vg arm. Both readings are combined in the Syrian text
£K{3aAAOVTO. 8atJJ-OVLO. Ss OVK <iKoAov0£t TJJJ-LV, KO.L (KWAVCTO.JJ-€V avTOV 6n OVK
<iKoAov8£;; TJJJ-tV. Quite clearly this last reading is conflate, and we have
to choose between the other two, one of which is practically identical
with Luke. For myself I feel no doubt at all that the Western reading
is original in Mark, that Luke transferred the clause 3<; ovK <iKoAov8£1. to
what seemed a more logical place for it at the end of the verse as the
reason why the disciples 'forbade him', and that the Alexandrian
reading represents an assimilation of the text of Mark to the more
logicai arrangement of the clauses in Luke. Read therefore in Mark
ei:Sa.p.£v nva lv Tc\) 6vop.a.T{ aou £KfiaX.X.oVTa. Sa.tp.ovta. Ss ollK dKoX.ou9e~ ~p.i:v,
Ka.l .!KwMop.ev a.thov.

7· X I CTVV7rOpEVOVTO.t 7raALV oxAot 7rpo<; aw&v. The word oxAo<; is
found thirty-seven times in Mark, and this is the only occasion on
which the plural occurs. When writing in the JouRNAL for April 192S
(xxvi 237, 'Notes on Marcan usage: §V The movements of Jesus and
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his disciples and the crowd') I tried to account for the exceptional use
of the plural as perhaps emphasizing 'the numbers who collected from
different directions on the journey through Peraea' : but in fact there
is no exception to account for. uvvlpx£Tat 1ra>..w o ox>..os is the reading
of D ® 565, uvV7rop£V£Tat o Jx>..os of W, conuenit turba (with or without
rursus or iterum) of b cif i k, 1 'there went again unto him a multitude '
of syr-sin. Of the two verbs uvvlpxop.at is found in two other places in
St Mark (iii 20, xiv 53), uvv7rop£Vop.at nowhere else in N.T. save in St
Luke. The plural ox>..ot is amply accounted for as an intrusion from
the parallel in Matt. xix 2 TJKOAoV87Juav avT~ ox>..ot 7rOAAo[: and once
more we follow the Westerns and Marcan usage with auvlpxmu 'll'a>..w o
~x>..o~ 11'pos a•hclv.
8. X 2 Ka~ [ 7rpOu£>..86vT£'> ~aptua'iot] E7r7Jp6mJJY avTOY. The words which
W-H here enclose in brackets have again come in from Matt. xix 3
Ka~ 1rpoui]>..Bav a&~ ~aptua'iot : they are omitted by D a b k syr-sin,
while .if has only quidam, and i is defeCtive. See, for further discussion
of the reading, my Study of the New Testament: z88j and I920, p. 6o.
g. X 9 s
0 8£o<;; uvvl'w~EV l1v8pw7r0'> p.~ xwpt,lTw. So in identical
words Matt. xix 6. But D k in Mark omit o~v, and are borne out by
Marcan usage. As I have shewn at length in a recent number of
J. T. S. (xxviii 20, October 1926) o~v is common in Matthew, extraordinarily rare in Mark. I have no doubt that it has been transferred
from the passage of Matthew into the text of most authorities of the
passage of Mark, and that we shall be right in following the two authorities which omit and in reading 8 o Oeo~ auvlteu~ev •.•
10. x 19 MH cj>oNEyc~c, MH MOIXEYC~c, MH K.\E'f'I;IC. This order of the ·commandments is the order of Matt. xix r8 and of the texts, Greek and
Hebrew, of 0. T., and is suspect for that very reason. Both the parallel
text of Luke ( xviii 20) and the catalogue in Mark vii 2 I diverge, Luke
only by inverting the Sixth and Seventh Commandments, Mark vii 2 I
by adding 7ropv£'iat to p.otx£'iat. When then we find that D k Iren.
(for Iren. see Novum Testamentum S. Irenaei, 1923, p. 25r) agree in
omitting p.~ cpov£VU'[I'> and in adding p.~ 7ropv£VU7J>, the very unexpectedness of the reading gives it a claim for hearing. Mark's list is independent of the ordinary tradition-the presence of p.,~ d1rounp~uvs
further on is proof enough of that: the Vaticanus represents a forcible
assimilation to Matthew or O.T., witness its ejection of the certainly
genuine p.~ d7rOUT£P~UV'>· We shall therefore once more, if more
tentatively than on other occasions, still award the preference to the reading
of three good Western authorities p.~ p.otxeuan~, p.~ 11'opv£uan~, p.~ K>..e+ns. 2

ow

1
The text of a at this point cannot now be deciphered with certainty : but
Bianchini read turba ad 17/um in the singular.
2
For further discussion I may perhaps be allowed to refer to my Commentary
on Mark ad loc. in the forthcoming S.P.C.K. Bible Commentary.
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11. x 22 ~v yap lxwv KT~fLaTa 7roXi\a with Matt. xix 22.
But XP~f.LaTa
is given for KT~f.LaTa in Mark by D a bi f k 1 syr-sin Cl em. AL Quis diues
saluetur 4 § 7 (b k Clem. Al. add Kal. aypovo;, but I am not concerned
with that addition at the moment): and it is rendered, I think,
practically certain by v. 23, where the phrase is taken up again with
oi Ta XP~f.LaTa lxovno; (so too Luke xviii 24). The ordinary texts have
again been corrupted from Matthew: Mark used the same word
xp~p.a.Ta. in both verses 22 and 23.
12. x 29 ~ f.L7JTlpa ~ 7raTlpa • • • So B C W ~ ® 565 syr-sin: and
in the inverse order ~ 7raTlpa ~ f.LTJTlpa ~ A with Matt. xix 29 : ~ f.L7JTlpa
alone D a i f k (def. i). It seems to me all but certain that the latter
reading is right. But it may be best to open the discussion by reducing the alternatives to two, and setting aside the reading ~ 7raTlpa
~ f.L'YJTlpa : if this had been original no one would have altered it, while
its appearance in some MSS of Mark is amply accounted for either as
the restitution of the common order 'father or mother ', or as a direct
transference from the parallel passage in Matt. xix 29. The issue lies
really between the other two readings : and the considerations that
seem to me decisive in favour of the Western reading are the following: (i) in all other points v. 30 is modelled on, and exactly reproduces,
v. 2 9, ' home or brethren or sisters or mother [or father Jor children or
lands ', ' homes and brethren and sisters and mothers and children and
lands '-in v. 30 the evidence for 'and fathers' is wholly negligible:
(ii) the order 'mother or father' seems unique in the Greek Bible, Old
and New Testament alike : (iii) the omission of 'father' is no doubt at
first sight odd, but may it not be that our Lord begins with His own
case, which He transfers naturally enough to His followers-He had
left 'home and brethren and sisters and mother' : (iv) if 'mother'
alone was original, and ' or father ' was at a very early point added over
the line, it would be an open chance whether the adventitious words
were incorporated in the next copy before or after the ' or mother '
of the evangelist's text. Read therefore ~ P.'IJTEpa alone.
13. xi 3 I 'Eav £L7rWf.L£V 'E~ ovpavov • • • So the critical texts with
Matthew and Luke: but the Westerns D ab cif i k, supported by
the Easterns ®<I> jam 13 28 565 7oo, prefix T{ £t7rwp.£v; and that seems
so entirely to correspond to the style of the Gospel that it is difficult
not to believe it genuine. The other Synoptists may have independently
suppressed the question as superfluous; or one or other of them may
already have found it absent from his text of Mark. A line of nine
letters T( EL'II'~a~p.Ev ; might easily have dropped out if the scribe's eye
wandered on to the next line ending with £L7rWf.LEV also.
1 In spite of Tischendorf's note ad loc. it seems to me certain that diuitias of k
represents xpqp.aTa., not JCTf,p.a.Ta.: diuitias recurs in v. 23, where the Greek has
xpf,p.aTa without variant. And he wrongly cites Clem. Al. for JCTf,p.aTa.
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14. xi 32 tt7raVT£<; yap eTxov -rov 'Iw&.V1Jv ov-rw<; 6n 1rpocp~rYJ'> ~v. Matt.
xxi 26 7r&.v-r£<; yap w<; 7rpocpfrqv lxovuiv TOV 'Iw&v-qv, cf. xiv 5 £cpof3~0'YJ TOY
~ \
~
•
,J,.'
>'
..
•
6 £L<;
, [V. l • W<;
• J 7rpO'f''YJT'YJY
,J,.'
> .,
OXI\OV,
on
w<;
7rpO'f''YJT'YJV
avTOV
ELXOV,
XXl 4
aVTOV
eixov. Mark nowhere else uses lxw (fond as he is of the verb) in this
sense : Matthew, as just quoted, does so twice. Thus there is proof that
it is Matthaean use, none that it is Marcan: moreover Matthew's con·
struction lxeLv w<; (or d<;) 7rpo<fl~TTJv, 'reckon him for a prophet', is
natural enough ; not so Mark's lxnv ov-rw<;. But El8.fvaL ovrw<;, ' to know
of a truth', is as natural as lxeLv ovrw<; is the opposite: and D W ® 565
a b cif i k arm have ij8e~uav rov 'lwnv'l)v ovTwo; on 'll'poci>~TYJ'> ~v. That
seems to me right: the rest, as so often, have borrowed from Matthew.
I think too that Luke's 7r£7r£LCTJ1-lvo<; £CTT{v (xx 6) is rather a paraphrase of
i]8£Luav ovrw<; than of e!xov ovrw<;.
15. xii 6 a7rtCTT£LA£V awov luxarov 7rpd<; awov<; with ~ B L A ®
jam 13 33: 1rpo<; aln-oil<; luxarov A W vg etc.: luxarov (without 1rpo<;
aln-ov<;) D ro7r aifi k. Now if we look at the context we shall find
that in v. 2 Mark has 1rpo<; roil<; yewpyov<; followed by Matthew and Luke :
in v. 4 he has 1rpo<; avrov<;, where both Matthew and Luke omit: in v. 5
(omitted by Matthew) Mark and Luke have n6thing, and in v. 6 (the verse
under discussion) Luke again has nothing. In other words Luke has
1rpo<; (awov<>) on the first occasion, but not again: Matthew has it on
the first occasion, but not again till the last. Those are, from a literary
point of view, both obvious and natural arrangements. Though there
is less in Mark of conscious literary writing, I should like to give him
the credit of the simple straightforwardness of d.'II'EO"Te~Xev a•hov £uxaTov,
which quite disappears if we prefer to read avrov luxarov 7rpo<; avrov<;.
Add the considerations that 1rpo<; avrov<; can be .validly explained as
a borrowing from Matthew, and that it is inserted in different places
by different authorities, and I think the presumption in favour of the
Westerns attains considerable proportions.
16. xii 14 l~eunv 8ovvaL K~vuov •.• ; and similarly (without variant)
in Matt. xxii 17. But in Mark E1l'LKecp&..\awv (capitularium) is given in
place of ~vuov in D ® 124 (one of the best representatives of jam 13)
565 1071 k: W has neither word in the text, but K~vuov is written over
KatuapL by perhaps the original scribe : a b i f i have tributum, but as
b and i f render K~vuov by censum in Matt. xxii 17, it seems likely that
they did not read K~vuov in Mark.1 Decision is very difficult: for our
natural instinct would be to treat the Latin word K~vuo<; as one of
Mark's many Latinisms, and moreover, though the Jews did pay a polltax to Caesar after A. D. 70, it does not seem that they did so at an
earlier date : the taxes, whether direct or indirect, did not, apparently,

c

1 It is true that Vulg. has censum in Matt., tributum in Mark, but St Jerome has
probably just followed. his Old Latin model.
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include a poll-tax. I am not sure that I should feel justified in putting
bnKEcp&.AatoY into the text, though I am quite sure that capitularium was
the earliest Latin· rendering of whatever word stood then in the Greek
text of Mark used in Rome.
17. xii 23 EY rfi &.Ya<mfo-n T{Yos aflTwY to-Tat yvy~; So both Matthew
and Luke: and in Mark ~ B C D LW A 2S 33 and c k : a very strong
·combination, about the strongest combination anywhere in the Gospels
in favour of a reading quite certainly wrong. But after &.vao-nfo-n the
words ihaY &.vao--rwo-w are added in A® jam 1 jam 13 S6S and the mass
of Greek MSS, abffi and Vulg. in Latin, syr-sin and arm. The
presence of A and the mass of MSS on this side only means, of course,
that the Syrian reviser found the words in one of his authorities, and
so elected to retain them according to his regular preference-a preference no doubt usually wrong-for the longer reading. Apart from
the Syrian text, however, we have one branch of the Western text, and
the best authorities for the Eastern text, as against the Alexandrian text
and D k of the Westerns: but we have also, what is decisive, the whole
weight of Marcan usage. Cf. in xiii 19 &.1r' &.px~s KTlo-£ws ~v tKTto-£V o
(i£6s, xiii 20 ilu\ Toi,s EKA£KToi,s oi:ls £g£A.itaTo, and note that in both these
cases Matthew (there are no .strict parallels here in Luke) omits the
second half of the phrase. We could have predicted with confidence
that if Mark wrote ~v TU dvaaTaaEt ihav dvaaTwaw, the other Synoptists
would have pruned away the redundancy, as they have in other cases
too many to recapitulate. Further ground for admitting o-rav &.vao-Two-w
into the text of Mark in v. 23 is supplied by the echo of the phrase in
v. 2S OTaY yap EK Y£KpwY &.vao-Two-tY, where Matthew and Luke, having
both suppressed i)-ray &.vao--rwo-tY above, both substitute the noun
dvao--rao-t>.
That scribes invented the words in v. 23 is a far less
reasonable proposition than that scribes omitted them under the
influence of Matthew and Luke. And we are therefore face to face
with the unwelcome conclusion that the agreement of the Alexandrians
with the best Westerns is not necessarily right: see also no. 22
below.
18. xiii 2 ov p.~ dcp£0fj ~8£ A.{Bos E1r~ A.tOoY Ss ofJ p.~ KaTaA.vOfj. So both
the Alexandrian and the Eastern texts, and so with but small variation
Matthew and Luke. But the whole Western group, D W a bceffi k
Cyprian, add Kat 8t0. Tptwv ~p.Epwv il>..>..os dvaan]aETat ilvEu XEtpwv. These
words, whether genuine or no, are clearly not independent of xiv sS
~p.li.s ~Ko-6o-ap.£V afJTOV A.iyovTOS i)Tt 'Ey<1 KaTaAV<TW TOY vaOY TOVTOY TOY
X£tpo1ro{f]'ToY Kal. 8u\ TptwY ~p.£pwY CI.UoY &.xnpo1rot'YJTOY olKoilop.~o-w or
(as the Westerns have it) dya~o-w. It is true that xiv sS was the

evidence of 'false witnesses', but it is clear from the evidence of
the Gospels (cf. Acts vi r 4) that our Lord had prophesied the destruc-
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tion of the Temple; it is clear that the Jews believed that He had
also spoken of its being raised or built again after an interval of 'three
days', Mark xv 29 ; and it is clear that Christians too believed that
He had used in connexion with His Death and Resurrection the
phraseology 'after three days ' or 'at an interval of three days ' or 'on
the third day'. Had He not only done this but brought both predictions, the destruction of the Temple and His own Resurrection, into
juxtaposition with one another? It is not impossible, perhaps not
even improbable : but it is another question whether St Mark had
recorded such a double prediction at this point. If he had recorded
it, it is not easy to see why both Matthew and Luke should have
omitted it. That is the reason which inclines me on the whole to
reject the words as an addition, though of course an early addition, to
the text of Mark.
I g. xiii I 5 6 brl TOU 8~p.aTO<; p.~ Kam{3aTW p.'YJ8~ dcn/..(JaTw Tt apat EK
TY,s oiKlas al>Tov. So ~ B L "<It and the Sahidic : both Western and
Eastern texts insert after KaTaf3aTw the words ds T~v oiK{av, and the
insertion was adopted by the Syrian revision, the authorities in support
being A D W ® etc a if i syr-sin. Tischendorf wrongly cites k on the
side of omission : it reads et qui in tecto est non descendat auferre aliquit
de domo, and therefore omits not only ds T~v oiKlav but p.'YJ8~ dcT£/..BaTw,
obviously ·by homoeoteleuton whether in its ultimate Greek or in its
proximate Latin ancestor (descendat . .. introeat), and there is so far
nothing to shew whether it would have read ds T~v oiK{av or no: it
must, as far as that issue is concerned, be simply put aside. But the
supposition that the words are genuine explains the phenomena much
better than the converse: (i) the reduplication ds T~v oiK{av ..• £K TY,s
oiK{as is thoroughly Marcan, see on no. 17; (ii) it would again be in
accord with Matthew's usage to omit one of the two synonymous oiK{a
phrases-he gives only p.~ KaTa{3arw apat Ta EK TY,s oiK{a<; al>rov; (iii)
omission of ds ~v oiK{av may have been due either to partial assimilation to Matthew, or to the accidental omission of a line; (iv) p.~ KaTa{3aTw as an independent sentence is really nonsense, for the man on the
house-top is bound to ' come down', whether or no he goes into the
house. On all grounds, then, read p.~ Kara{3chw Ets r~v oiK(a.v p."IJS~
EtcrcoMMrw cipa.( n (or n cipa.t) £K Tijs oiK(as a.urou.
20. xiii 2 2 £y£p8~uovmt yap t{l£v8oxpturot Kal t{lw801rpocp.Y,Tat Kat 8~uov
utv U'fJp.£'ia Kal Tipa-ra. So Matthew with the addition of p.£ya/..a after
UTJp.£'ia. But in Mark t{l£v86XPtuTot Ka{ is omitted by D 124 (i.e. jam 13 ?)
i k, and 'II"Ot~uovutv is read for 8~uovutv by D ®jam 13 28 565 a. About
~he latter variation it needs only to be said that 'll"ou'iv U'fJp.£'iov is so
common a collocation that it is more likely to have been substituted for
8owat u'fJp.£'iov than vice versa. As to t{l£v80XPtuTot Ka{ it is obvious that
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24. xv 34 a 'EXw{ ~Xw{ AaJLd. uaf3ax0avd; But it is very difficult to
think that this can represent the words used by our Lord, for how
could the form 'EXw{ possibly have been confused with anything like
'H>...{a~? 'HX{ ('HXe{), that is to say, the Hebrew form not the Aramaic,
must certainly be original, and it is in itself much more likely that
our Lord in His dying cry from the Psalm would have used the
sacred language rather than any Aramaic rendering. Now the Hebrew
form is actually given here by D ® I 3 I (that is jam I) s6 5 c i k n arm
and Eusebius (demonstrati'o evangelica x 8, citing Mark by name), and
I cannot hesitate for a moment· in restoring to Mark the words 'H>..e[
'H}..e[ >..a.p.cl ta<fl8avd; With our larger knowledge of the Synoptic
problem it is, if one of the two Gospels gave a Hebrew and one an
Aramaic wording, much the more probable that it was Mark who gave
the original, Matthew the altered and more generally intelligible, form.
25. xv 34 b e1~ T{ ~yKa.TtAt7rls JLE; So all authorities, save one Greek
and three Latin MSS. But D has 6Jvd8tu&s JLE, k has maledixi'sti me, 1
i has me in opprobrium dedt'sti, c has exprobrasti me: it is quite impossible
that any scribe should have invented this reading, while the ordinary
text is amply accounted by the combined influence of the LXX of
Ps. xxi (xxii) I and Matt. xxvii 46. Read therefore ds T[ 6JveC8tuas p.e;
26. xv 39 lowv 8£ .•. 6n oi)Tw~ ~~t7rvevuev. A very complicated case:
and presumably Matthew and Luke either found some difficulty in the
text of Mark, or else regarded it as mere reduplication of v. 3 7 &.cp<t~
cpwv~v JL•yaX'Y}v ~~€7rvevuev, for the former has 186vTE~ ••. Ta ytv6JLeva.,
the latter lowv . .• TO yev6JLEVOV. oi)Tw~, though omitted by W ® 565
syr-sin arm, is given by both the Alexandrian and the Western texts,
N A B C D L cif i k n, and must surely be genuine. But for the ~~€7rVru
uev of N B L, lKpa~ev alone is represented by k, Kpa~a~ U£7rvevuev by
A C (D) W ® 565 syr-sin arm and all Old Latins but k. The latter reading looks like a combination of the other two, and I am not sure
that oi)Tw~ lKpa~ev (sic exclamauit •) of k does not best explain the
genesis of the alternatives. In the first place Kpa'w has very strong
1
We owe to Prof. Burkitt the detection of the original reading of k. It may be
noted here that maledicere is used in the Actus Petri cum Simone, ed. Lipsius
6r. 14, 71. 18 (and probably 55· 23, where the MS gives malo dixit), with the
meaning ' bitterly reproach' rather than 'curse', and the Greek verb of the original
was very likely ov<toi(«v.
2 It did occur to me to wonder whether exclamauit could be a rendering of the
simple verb l~tpa(•v, and whether, in the ancestor of k, clamans could have been
added by a correcting hand over exspimuit, and that the scribe of the copy took
the addition as a substitution and so produced exclamauit. But in fact Kpa(w is represented ink by exclamo (Mark ix 24, Matt. xv 22) and by adclamo (Mark xv 13, 14)
as well as by clamo (Mark ix 26, x 47, 48, xi 9, Matt. viii 29, ix 27, xv 23); and so
far as there are shades of difference between the three alternatives, exclamare is
here (in Mark xv 39) the most appropriate.
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support-all authorities in fact except ~ B L : in the second place it
was in all probability from Mark xv 39 that Matthew derived Kp&.~a> in
xxvii so Kp&.~a> cpwvfj p.ey&.>..v : in the third place Kp&.'w is not used of
our Lord anywhere else in the Synoptic Gospels (though three times in
the Fourth Gospel), and it is exactly the sort of indication of violent
emotion that Alexandrian critics would have liked to modify. I conclude that it belongs to the genuine text of Mark, and "!e have to
choose between oUT6JS eKpn~ev and oiiTws Kpu~ns t1~€1rveuaev. I should
like to add a further argument, though to some readers it will perhaps
seem an over subtle one. What was it that moved the centurion to the
particular conclusion that He who had so cried out at the moment of
death was 'a son of God'? It is (is it not?} a question that calls
imperatively for answer: and I cannot help thinking that St Luke gives
the key to the solution. Mark's informant heard the cry, for it was
loud, but was too far off to hear what the words of the cry were : Luke
tells us that it was 'Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit '. If
the centurion had asked of some one near him what the (Hebrew) words
meant, and learnt that Jesus died with the confident appeal to God as
Father on His lips, then the conclusion that this was in truth ' a son of
God' becomes at last intelligible.
27. xv 43 ?lnluaTo To uwfta Tov '!17uov. But D k have 1f'Twp.a.
(cadauer); just as in XV 45 ~BD L s6s have £8wp~uaTO TO 1f'TWfLO. T<[j
'Iw~cp, the rest uwp.a (with k corpus). I cannot suppose that Mark
meant to distinguish more respectful language of J oseph from more
contemptuous language of Pilate : he is too artless a writer for such
refinements. He used, I think, in both cases 1f'Twp.a of the Lord's dead
body, but we cannot wonder that Matthew and Luke in their parallels
to v. 43 (both omit in v. 45} have substituted uwp.a, or that most MSS
of Mark have followed them : D is in fact the only witness that gives
1f'Twp.a in both cases, but I believe it to be right, and would read here
rl-nJaa.To TO "'I"TW/Ioa. Toil '11Jaoii.
28. xvi I Kat 8tay£vop./.vov Tov ua{3{3&.Tov ~ Map[a ~ May8aA1JV~ Kat
Ma.p[a ~ Tov 'laKw{3ov Kat ~a>..wp.1J ~y6pauav tipwp.aTa ... The names here
are omitted by D k 11, that is (since 11 is equivalent to a) by our three

best Western authorities; ab i are defective. And omission appears to
be right ; if the ordinary text had lain before Matthew and Luke, why
does neither of them make any mention of Salome in the Resurrection
narrative ? Moreover the text of Mark becomes more intelligible if we
read xv 47, xvi I continuously with only one mention of names, ~ Se
Ma.p(a. ~ Ma.y8a.A1JV~ Ka.l Ma.p(n ~ 'lw~Tos ~Oewpouv 1roii TtOetTa.t· Ka.l Sto.yevol'tvou Toil aa.(3f3aTou [ 1ropeuOe'Laa.L 1J -1Jy6pdaa.v clpwp.a.Ta. 'Lva d>.e(ljlwatv
1
It is true that 1ropevop.at is not a Marcan word, though rraparropevopat (ii 23, ix
30, xi 2o, xv 29) is fairly common. But eAOov<rat of the critical texts is suspect,
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What then was the genesis of the ordinary text? As so often,
it is due to the influence of the text of Matthew: Matthew mentions
the women at three points, xxvii 56 repeated from Mark xv 40, xxvii 6 I
repeated from Mark xv 4 7, and, because he has here interpolated the story
of the sealing of the tomb, the names of xxvii 6I are repeated in xxviii 1.
Because Matthew had the names three times, Mark must have them
three time~ also, though in Mark there is no interval. And the interpolators, with the fondness of interpolators for fullness, make, as it
happens, the insertion not of the two names of Matt. xxviii I but of the
three of Matt. xxvii 56= Mark xv 40.

o.1hov.

Here then are twenty-eight Western readings from the second half of
the Gospel, selected more or less by chance, though it is hoped that a
good many of the most important variants between the Alexandrian
and the Western texts are included. In something like two-thirds of
them I should myself judge the Western variation to represent more
or less certainly what the evangelist wrote: in nos. 2, a, 5, 10, 20, 21,
26, 28 I should not put it higher than that the Western reading has
the better claim of the two : in 16 and 18 the issue is doubtful-the
balance may even incline the other way. But if these conclusions are
anywhere near the mark, it is abundantly clear that the accepted results
of the textual criticism of the Gospels need to be re-opened and reexamined. And, with that aim in view, some further precision both as
to the causes which account for the depravation of the Marcan original
in the Alexandrian tradition (reproduced in our critical texts), and also
as to what seems prima fade to be the relative value in the cases before
us of the different authorities or groups of authorities on the 'Western'
side, will not be out of place.
(i) Causes of the errors of the Alexandrian tradition in all or most of
the readings discussed.
a. By far the most common cause of error is assimilation to the text
of one or both of the other two Synoptists. All authorities or groups
of authorities for St Mark's Gospel succumb in varying degrees and on
different occasions to this temptation. The Alexandrian text of Mark
would seem to shew examples of this, by assimilation to Matthew, in
7, 8, g, (10 ), n, (12), 14, 15, (19), 20, 21, 24, 25, (28); by assimilation
to Luke, in 2, a, 6, 22 1 ; by assimilation to both, in 1a, 17, 27 ; altogether
for often as Mark employs ~PXDJla<, this is the one passage (if we except v 26 •ls TO
x<ipov tMJovua, ' went from bad to worse ', and that is not literal but metaphorical)
where we must translate not 'come' but 'go'. In any case the reading rropev6eU:tat is not necessarily bound up with the omission of the names : e 565 have the
names and yet have rrop<v6<tO'at as well as tA6ovO'at.
1
And conceivably also 23: if the iO'TavpOJO'av of all save the Western texts needs
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in twenty-one cases out ·of twenty-eight, just three-fourths of the total
number, though in one or two cases there may be alternative or con.tributary causes.
{3. Another vera causa of Alexandrian corruption of the text of Mark
is the desire to remove the imperfections or non-literary elements of
Mark's Greek. . This accounts for I, 4, and probably 5·
y. A third criterion of variants iri the tradition of Mark's text is
evidence of Marcan usage. Mark's fondness for tautological expressions suggests that the fuller text is right in I7 and Ig.
These three causes, then, account between them for twenty-four out
of the twenty-eight variations discussed above. There remain only I6,
IS, 23, 26. In the first two of these decision is difficult, and the
Western reading is perhaps probably wrong. In 23 internal evidence
and the parallel in Matthew appear to me to be decisive : in 26
I believe the Alexandrians to be wrong, but there remain two Western
readings between which we have to decide.
.
(ii) The relative value of different authorities supporting the Western
readings.
a. In more than half the readings discussed there is some evidence
from Eastern witnesses-witnesses, that is, which give us the ancient
text, as it seems, of Antioch or Caesarea, especially ® 565 and the
Sinai Syriac, less often Jam 1 Jam 13 and 28-in support of strictly
Western texts: namely in 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, (u), 13, 14, (15), r6, I7, 19,
(20), 22, 24, 26. But, important as their evidence is, it does not in my
judgement amount to being decisive. A reading unsupported by them
is not necessarily wrong. The Western and the Alexandrian texts are
primary: each of them may be right against all the rest. I doubt if
the Eastern texts are ever, I am sure they are not often, right against
the Western and Alexandrian texts combined. Their value comes in
in cases where the Western texts are divided: in 3, I7, 22 I accept
readings where D and European Latins (in 22 only D a) are supported
respectively by ®jam 13 565, by ®jam I jam 13 565, and by syr-sin,
against ~ B k.
(3. Better than any other witness apart from ~ B is k. It gives the
Western reading in all our twenty-eight cases except 3, I7, 22. 1 It is in
my judgement right alone in 2I and :perhaps tn 26: probably right
with W only in 2: right with D only in g,. 27, with D Iren. in IO, with
D n (that is, presumably a) in 28, with D c i in 25: right with c only
in I. But perhaps the most striking result of our enquiry is that even
any other explanation than the· mis-directed intelligence of scribes, it may have
arisen out of a marginal jotting due to Luke xxiii 33·
1
In 19 k has an omission by homoeoteleuton which removes its ultimate evidence
from consideration.
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the combination ~ B k is not necessarily right : 3, 17, 22 seem to shew
that the ' African' 1 and Alexandrian texts may, on some rare occasions,
agree in error against what one may call provisionally the texts of
Rome and Antioch. It is difficult to construct a history of textdevelopment which will account satisfactorily for this phenomenon :
but there it is.
y. Of the other Latins a and i are definitely the best.
8. Always the most puzzling problem is the text of D. Not counting
the two readings, 16, 18, where the whoie Western group, D k included, is perhaps wrong, it gives all the readings here recommended
except 1, 2, 17, 21, 26 : of these 21 and 26 are singular readings of k, and
2 of kW, and in 17 k is wrong as well as D. No account has, however,
been taken of any singular readings of D. And we do not therefore
get further than that D, however erratic on occasion, contains a very ·
valuable text.
These results are based on too small a number of instances to be
more than provisional. But I think they are important in their
implications.
H. TURNER.

c.

DID CODEX VERCELLENSIS (a) CONTAIN THE
LAST TWELVE VERSES OF ST MARK?
SoME doubt must naturally hang over the problem of the earliest
Western text of the ending of St Mark's Gospel : for three of our
authorities, b e and i, are defective at that point, and the rest are
divided, k having the Shorter Ending only, while D and if contain
enough of the Longer Ending to shew that when complete they contained the whole of it. And since Irenaeus also bears witness to the
Longer Ending, it may be concluded that the Church of Gaul at any
rate had it in its Gospel text from the first,. Thus Gaul and Africa are
set against one another: but we have so far no evidence as to Italy.
The object of the present note is to examine the evidence of the oldest
and best of our Italian, Old Latin MSS, codex a, the Vercelli Gospels.
Now the St Gall fragments known as n are admitted to stand in very
close relation textually to a : and they contain verses 9 to I 3 of Mark xvi
on the last leaf extant (Old Latin Biblical Texts ii p. 7 z ). There was
therefore some presumption to start with that a also once contained the
Longer Ending.
1
I have myself always supposed that the 'African' text came from Rome.
I only call it 'African' because St Cyprian's evidence shews that it was the text of
Carthage in A. D, 250.

